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International School Leader Magazine shares solutions-oriented, quick-to-read features, ideas, insights and 
good practice to support international school management and development. It is written by international school 
leaders for international school leaders.
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“We contacted the uniform suppliers advertising in the ISL magazine and they have today picked up our order! We have 
informed them that we saw their ad in the ISL magazine!”

Chris Lynn, Head of Merchiston international School Shenzhen, China
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Future demand

According to the ISC Research Global 

Opportunities and Malaysia market reports, 

international school accessibility is now very 

favourable for an increasing proportion of the 

local population if the price is right. 

School fees, currently averaging USD $8,735 

for the year, are affordable for a growing 

number of local families. Enrolment of up to 

100% local Malaysians is allowed, resulting 

in Malays now making up the largest student 

nationality (currently 55% of all students). In 

addition, as the generous expat packages of 

old are shrinking, so some expatriate families 

based in Malaysia are turning to the more 

affordable, reputable schools.

As a result, mid-price international schools 

are expected to see the most demand and 

development in the near future.

Staffing Malaysia’s 

international schools

British curriculum and examinations are 

the most popular amongst Malaysia’s 

international schools. The country is a 

popular destination for teachers from the UK 

who make up 33% of all international school 

teachers in the country.  

The recruitment of expatriate teachers 

to the country requires just two years’ 

teaching experience and, with no major visa 

restrictions, the hiring of overseas staff is not 

as excessive a challenge as in some other 

countries. Local skilled teachers are also 

employed in significant numbers, making 

up 41% of the current professional capacity 

of international schools, primarily in the mid 

and low-price international schools. HELP 

International School in Kuala Lumpur is an 

example. 

The school was opened in 2014 as a result of 

the government’s deregulation of education 

which created increased accessibility to 

international schools for local children. HELP 

offers the British curriculum from pre-school 

to A Levels and appeals to middle income 

local families with approximately 90% of its 

students being Malaysian. Employing 50% 

expatriate teachers and 50% local teachers 

is a benefit says Davina McCarthy, Principal 

of the school: “We team up our teachers; 

two local teachers with two experienced 

expatriate teachers for mentoring,” she 

says. “Every week they sit down and plan 

together. The expat teachers are able to 

decipher the planning and explain it in a way 

that’s accessible for the local teachers, while 

the Malaysian teachers are able to enrich 

the cultural experience and make sure the 

learning is relevant for the local students.” 

It’s a staffing approach that more of Malaysia’s 

international schools in the mid-price fee 

range are beginning to model and one that 

Davina believes works for everyone. “We grew 

from 50 to 150 staff in just two years, and 

we’ve expanded again,” she says. “In our first 

year, some teachers saw it as a risk coming 

to work with us, but this year it’s been easy to 

recruit really good staff. Now teachers want to 

come and work at the school.”   

A bright future for the 

market
Prompted by the increased ease of opening 

and running education establishments 

in the country, Malaysian private equity 

and government pension funds are now 

showing a level of confidence in international 

schools as a possible long-term investment 

alternative to oil and gas. If support by the 

new government for development projects 

and international education remain, the 

future of the international schools market in 

Malaysia looks to be a positive one. 

THE AUTHOR
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Emily offers other advice for effective admissions:
•   Think about your admissions in a very  

strategic way. Evaluate the messages you 
are giving out (direct and indirect) at every 
step of the process.•   Get your vision sorted: a strong, single, 

straightforward statement that helps parents to 

know what they can expect from your school, 

and be sure that everyone within your school 

knows and can express this vision. Use it in 
your admissions messaging.•   Focus on no more than three things about 

your school that sets it apart; the provision 
that helps parents to see that your school will 

be a great match for a child. Emphasise how 

your school lives and breathes these attributes; 

highlight them in your marketing content, in your 

communications and imagery, and point them 

out during school tours and in parent meetings. 

All too often, this is not consistent through the 

admissions process.•   Identify the crucial touchpoints, namely the 
moments of contact when you could make or 

break progress with a potential parent, and 
make sure you respond in the most effective 

way to maximise admissions progress. If 
your process is automated, make sure these 

touchpoints are well branded, carefully 
personalised, relevant in their messaging and 

strategically planned.THE AUTHORMark Maybury is Academic Product Manager for WCBS which supplies information 

management systems for international schools and has just launched a fully 

automated and integrated schools admissions system. Emily Richards is Founder of 

The Stickman Consultancy which offers education marketing expertise to schools.
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Another question on leadership 
development will be answered in the next 

issue of ISL Magazine.

Michael DrakeCEO Asia of Cognita Schools Group

“Much of the professional development we see is technical and 

education specific. Heads of School need to be expert leaders and 

this is something we need to continue to develop in them.

At Cognita, I believe the best way to avoid common mistakes 

regarding SLT professional development is for us to speak openly and 

honestly with each other about performance. If we do that with the 

right integrity, a natural agreement of what is required for individuals 

or teams to improve will arise. Very often this does not have to be 

the traditional ‘trip abroad to a convention,’ but can be very practical

‘experiential’ interventions. Also, an advantage for Cognita (and a benefit to our staff) is that we 

have an amazing amount of resource within our group. By reaching 

out to experts within our family of schools around the world, people 

soon find support and knowledge that can be readily shared which 

enhances our professional development tremendously.”

safety, consistency and quality in a rapidly

growing market. Our group is Chinese-owned

and not-for-profit, which makes compliance

more straightforward for us.” Continued

demand means that, in 2019, Huili School will

be adding multiple classes in grades 1 and 6

as well as increases to other grades.

Haileybury offers

alternative approach

Australian independent school, Haileybury

is also experiencing success within the

developing Chinese bilingual sector.

Haileybury International School Tianjin opened

with just twenty students in 2014 and is now

a thriving school of 800. Haileybury’s Meisha

Academy, which opened this academic year

for local Chinese children, has attracted

considerable interest in the Guangzhou area.

It is expected to grow to an eventual capacity

of 1,000 Chinese students across Years 10-12,

all studying towards the Australian VCE (the

Victorian Certificate of Education), with a view

to gaining tertiary pathways internationally.

“The school is designed specifically for local

students; the entire pedagogy and programme

is designed to optimise outcomes in a

bilingual setting,” explains Dr Stephan Muller,

Deputy Principal for staff development and

international at Haileybury.

The school emphasises the benefits of the

Haileybury brand’s alumni to prospective

families. “Parents know that their children

become full, lifelong members of the Old

Haileyburians Association (the OHA) with

over 16,000 active members in Australia and

beyond,” says Stephan. “Such connections

are invaluable in an increasingly fragmented

and fluid education and jobs market.”

Meisha Academy has recruited a sizeable

proportion of bilingual teachers locally.

Stephan explains the benefits of this: “Their

family and professional connections ensure

continuity of staffing and the ability to build 

a school culture over time – something that 

many international schools struggle to do 

successfully if they rely fully on international 

teachers with few local connections.” The 

school also recruits teachers with VCE 

experience from Haileybury, other schools 

throughout Australia and further afield, 

and develops a brand ethos amongst its 

staff by ensuring that all staff spend time 

at its Melbourne campuses. In additional 

academic Heads of Department from 

Haileybury Melbourne visit the school 

regularly for curriculum and assessment 

oversight, pedagogical mentoring and quality 

assurance.  “There is enormous demand for 

genuinely internationalised education that 

still manages to foster and support local 

students and continues to provide links to 

Chinese education and pedagogy, culture 

and belonging,” says Stephan. “All of this is 

immensely important to parents.”

As the Chinese government continues to 

recognise that education quality and choice is 

necessary, in order to improve the skills of its 

people and develop healthy economic growth, 

so education investment and development 

will expand. And, with the reputation, skills 

and experience of foreign education providers 

appealing to many Chinese investors, so more 

school brands can prepare for an East Asian 

presence.

THE AUTHOR

Richard Gaskell is Schools Director at ISC Research which produces the most 

comprehensive, current and objective research on international schools, guiding 

schools with their growth plans and advising investors for new school development. 

Connect with Richard on LinkedIn or directly richard.gaskell@iscresearch.com 

Education ready. 

University ready. 

Work ready. 

Ready for the world.

Cambridge Pathway inspires students to love 

learning, helping them discover new abilities and 

a wider world.

To learn more, visit cambridgeinternational.org
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